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24 hours live on the frequenciesof many radio stationsin
Australia, Canada,Europe,Scandinavia,Russiaand Israel.
In the Internet and at the network intersectionsin Athens,
Belgrade. Berlin, Bologna, Bolzano, Budapest, Edmonton,
Helsinki, Hobarth,Innsbruck,Jerusalem,Linz, London,Madrid.
Montreal, Moscow, Munich, Naples, QuCbec, Rome, San
Marino, Sarajevo, Sydney, Stockholm. Vancouver.
June, 22 noon to June, 23 noon (CET)
Q
ORIZONTAL RADIO was a telematic radio network
project, that took place simultaneouslyat different locations,in differentmediaandon different frequenciesandbandwidths.
The starting point was the analoguecable and broadcasting network of the EBU (EuropeanBroadcastingUnion), which
served as a primary telematic sphere of action and was connected in several casesto independentradiostations or interfered with by pirate radio. Linked to this network was the
Internet, which servedas a medium of accessand distribution
beyond the broadcastingrange of the participating radio stations but also in some aspectsas a possibility to influence the
broadcasts.
The basic intention was to allow the unfolding of a media
structureas heterogeneousas possible - as opposedto the unifying and standardizedpressuresof “communications’by the
big broadcastinginstitutions and entertainmentconglomerates.
HORIZONTAL RADIO functioned as an experimental
field of tensiongeneratedby the highly differing characteristics
of transmission and communication of the classical
isosynchronouspropertiesof radio and the asynchronouscontext- and download-relatedpropertiesof digital data networks
(on demand,random access,caching).
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HORIZONTAL RADIO, instead of perpetuatingthe vertical hierarchy betweenclearly defined transmittersand receivers turned into a platform for the exchangeof transmissions.
Each individual radio station had to determine its role in
the network, e.g. by making its own selection of artists, subprojects and materials.
A seriesof regional sub-networksnot only servedas geographical bridges but also as gatewaysbetweendifferent media
and bandwidths. As a consequence.they createdthe preconditions for the desired decent&i& structure, in which the individual station did not have to build up links to all other stations
in order to be connectedto them.
The following devices were employed
As carrier media analoguemodulation lines for the transmission of hi-fi audio signals (stereo/mono)
- ISDN and standardtelephone lines with corresponding
frequency range reductions (7kHz: 3.4kH)
- data transmissionlines in the shapeof ISDN or standard
telephonelines for the remote accessto musicalcomputerequipment (e.g. for the purpose of real-time sound installations).
- the Internet as a caching serverand as a medium of communication, interaction and distribution as well as a stage for
conferences(telnet. ftp. ire. www. social netbrowser)
- VHF, MW and SW.

techniciansand organizers.At locations far apart, in different
media and on different bandwidths, a wide variety of projects
took place simultaneouslyand, together,drew an image of the
rapidly changingcommunicationstechnologiesof our time and
their cultural implications.
Unlike e.g. the transmissionof the New Year’s concert of
the Vienna Philharmonic or the soccerchampionships HORIZONTAL RADIO did not have a center, from which the event
was transmitted to the whole (passive)world. Instead, the stations, while receiving contributions from - sometimesmany other participants,simultaneouslytransmittedtheir own contributions into the net. The result were constantly changing constellations and connections between the participating
radiostations,the Internet and the physical sites, at which performances and concerts took place in front of big and small
live-audiencesand/or people walked through - in some cases
interactive - installations.The hierarchical transmitter-receiver
model of traditional mass-mediawas replaced on many levels
and in differing intensitiesby a model of being a participant or
at least being part of it...

In projects like Horizontal Radio artists first assumethe
role of initiators, organizers,managers,who develop a situation
inside networks, in which an unknown number of participants/
userswill in an effort of distributed authorship be able to contribute to the unfolding of a “piece”. This “piece” or “work of
art”relates,if at all, only in someaspectsor rather fragmentsto
traditional definitions of a work of art. Similar to Christo, artThe resulting differences in sound quality servedas an ar- ists acting as initiators/organizersof telematic events consider
tistic tool and provided one of the very few meansof orienta- the preparationand design of the situation as part of their artistion as regards the geographical areasand media covered by tic activity. But - other then in Christo’s projects - the unfolding
HORIZONTALRADIO. Differencesin soundwere consciously of the event itself, its holistic form (“gestalt”) and its specific
used by some participants as “soundscapesignatures*’which contentsescapeany control by the initiators, who turn into cohelped to identify transmittersacoustically.
authorsamongmany other participantsand users.Each of those
- even the most passiveuser of a radio-programme- develops
Such a network environment implies an artistic concep- his or her completelyunique imageof the whole structure(sculption that places less emphasison primary production and more ture), an image that cannot be anything else but a fragmentary
on dialogic distribution and administration.
memory of somethingmuch bigger, somethingthat is breathing
like a living organism,constantly changing shapeand energy “Hi friends!
sometimesresting, sometimesalmost bursting.
I am sorry your event is closing down in one and a half
hours. I have been listening to your night program on FM4 un- Thetheme:MIGRATION
til the small hours of the morning and I have not missed one of
the programs on the cultural channel.
To me - a radio and netfreak - it was a fantastic adventure
to somehow have been part of it. The event has changed my
attitude towanis nets and about what radio could be in thefuture as well as my attitude towards information .. .. ”

(e-mail msg. to the Austrian Radio on June 23rd)

HORIZONTAL RADIO proved to be a unique event. It
was realised by more than 200 artists ( the exact number may
never be found out) together with a truly unknown number of
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How and by which artistic means the participants interpreted this theme was completely open. There was no central
agency controlling content or form of any contributions. (It
would not even have possible to spot contributions differing
from regional or national broadcastinglaws in time to prevent
their live transmission....)Due to this artistic freedom the material used for HORIZONTAL RADIO in retrospectproves to be
an unexpectedlyrich anthology or international radio- and telecommunicationsart of the 90’s: all possible genreswere representedfrom live-soundscapesto complex tape-compositions,
from live- concerts to multi media performances,from moving

collages of interviews/sounds/music and literary texts to
telematic simultaneouseventsbetween some of the participating stations, from sound sculptures to sounds, texts and collages triggered by the Internet etc.

and though some of the serversactive during the project seem
to be inactive now, others go on (REAL AUDIO Server) and
some of the on-line projects will be revived. The documentation of HORIZONTAL RADIO keeps quite a few people busy,
challengesthem with questionson how or whether it is possible
Anything delivered into the Net - sounds,compositions, to “write” a history of telecommunicationsart. And new plans
texts, images - data - turned into material, which could be ma- are made for other versionsof HORIZONTAL RADIO.
nipulated and changedby any other user/participantto be sent
HORIZONTAL
RADIO just as its - less complex - predeon and changedagain....Ourideas about authorshipor intellectual property lost their meaning.In the caseof HORIZONTAL cessorswas and is a collage of different spaces,locations, maRADIO also the most traditional sound-text-compositions, terials, technologiesand systems.The project operated in the
broadcaston the radio brokedown into data,that could be mixed, “found” (existing) transmissionand broadcastingspacesof inlayered, manipulated live with all the other data arriving simul- ternational public and independentradios, of the telephoneof
taneously from other placesin the world or recordedin an ear- Internet. In telecommunicationsart we can recognize artistic
lier stageof the event. Partsof the live mixes were picked up by strategiesand intentions, which have been crucial to the develother stations and woven into new broadcastsand so on...No opment of art in our century. These strategies and intentions
performing rights associationwill ever get an accuratereport however are transferredinto a context, which challengesboth
on HORIZONTAL RADIO....For instanceit is entirely impos- the role and definition of art and artists in our society.
sible to unravel the collages, mixes, layerings of material that
arrived live on telephone lines, stereolines,monolines, ISDN
The importance of sounds (and text) in HORIZONTAL
during the IO hours broadcastby the Austrian National Radio RADIO points to the fact, that it is stiil more promising - also
as to what their exact sourceslet alone their authorswere. The artistically - to get a hold of virtuality, virtual reality by means
mixes and layerings were not done by one particular author; of sound - and therefore the absenceof images- than by comsoundengineershad as much to do with them as the narratorsin puter imagesrooted in a naive realism. Just as minimal art has
the studio, chanceeffects or the artists working on the Internet taught us to reconstructthe wealth of the concept of sculpture
projects which again releasedsoundsinto the radio-mixes etc. out of the absenceof its many possibilities and aspects,sounds
permit the reconstructionof an incredible wealth of virtual imNo user/patticipant/author/“co-conspirator”
(self-definition agesout of our individual memories.
of participating artists group) could come close to perceiving
the event in its entirety how it spun itself aroundthe globe. Each
A project like HORIZONTAL RADIO amassedso many
location - the physical locations of performancesor installa- data that an image of our changedreIationship to data/informstions delivering material into the radio-net and the Internet, as tion developed.It becameclear that metaphorslike speed- let
well as the different radio broadcastsby national or indepen- alone infobahn etc. - belong to the past, do not apply. Instead
dent radios around the world or the Internet - presenteda com- one got the image of a geometry in which each place is of equal
distance and in which data is not Iocated at any specific pIace
pletely different “image” of the event to its users/listeners.
but floating. It is either there or not there, the users/listenersare
A project like HORIZONTAL RADIO is - we thought - either in it/with it or out of it. On or Off. Nothing in between.
only alive as long as the network organisedfor the event stays The passagefrom being without to being within the domain of
active, i.e. for the duration of the time-spannegotiatedin a com- information is abrupt, sudden,complete. Once you are in, you
plex processbetweenorganizers,institutions, technicians,sub- are.... everywhere.
sidy-givers, sponsorsetc. It is here that analogiesof telecommunications art to “art in the public space”make a lot of sense.
As soon as the floating data become visible/audible to a
specific user they turn into information: they are endowed with
With HORIZONTAL, RADIO a 24 hour period had been meaningby the usernot the artist, whoseinformation has turned
given as the frame-work in which radiostationstransmittedand into floating data once it is releasedinto the net/web. What the
received by whatever lines they could technically and finan- pre-structuringby artists/organizers/technicians/institutions
procially muster. The 24 hours were also the framework for live vided in HORIZONTAL RADIO was points of possible entry performancesand installations with or without live audiences in different media, on different locations, different
in a physical space and they were the framework for Internet bandwidths.....Therest was out of control.
activities.
Recent history
In the meantime it has becomeapparent,though, that the
project did not stop at noon on the 23rd of June. The perforHORIZONTAL RADIO was a further developmentof earmancesand installations are gone, true, but radiostationskeep lier simultaneoustelematic projects of the 90’s. Especially imRADIO
on broadcastingbits and pieces from HORIZONTAL
portant in this context are the projects Chipradio (92), Realtime
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(93), and Stateof Transition(94). which wererealisedforTRANSF and the ORF-KUNSTRADIO. Theseprojectstook a network
of simultaneouslive performancesas a starting point and then
usedvariousmeansof communication(radio,television.telephone,
datanetworks)in order to explorethe communicativepotentialof
massmedia. Specialemphasiswas placedon strategiesto recon‘tile the requirementsof linear, one-waymedia,with he diametrically opposedrequirementsof open communicationnetworks.
In addition HORIZONTAL RADIO explicitly referred to
the period of the pioneersof telecommunicationart. In Austria,
this was roughly the time between 1979and 1986.It was therefore no coincidence,that artists like Robert Adrian X (Vienna),
Hank Bull (Vancouver) or Art Pool (Budapest)participated in
this project as they were closely related to some of the very
early projects in Art & Telecommunication.
Therefore, HORIZONTAL RADIO not only reflected the
technological developmentand changing characteristicsof the
media,but also the political changes,that havetaken placesince
these early projects - among them telephone-music-projects
betweenWesternand EasternEurope. In 1995 radio stationsin
Russia or Hungary contributed substantially and with all kind
of technologies to a telecommunication project that incorporated much more thanjust the transmissionof telephonemusic.
In Sarajevo,though, the situation hasregressedto the early telephone music stages...

HORIZONTAL RADIO - a few statistics:
Participants:

- 14 national public radio networks on
- 24 channels
- at least IO independentstations
- pirate radios
VHE MW, Short-wave

- 7 INTERNET SERVERS
- 1 REAL AUDIO SERVER
- 24 cities in the whole of Europe,Israel,Australia, Canada
with performances,installations,concerts,poetryreadings
- more than 2ClClartists, composers,writers
- an audienceof millions (Ostankino Radio’s Short wave
service alone has 300 Million potential listeners in Asia,
Africa etc.)
HORIZONTAL, RADIO was not only broadcastin programsdedicatedto radio-art, but on newsprograms,youth-programs,cultural magazines,science-programs,on Pop-channels,
on Music-channels,Culture-channelsetc. In somecasesalso in
prime-time slots.
- Numbers of hours broadcast: so far unknown.
- So far 69 DAT cassettesplus a number of tapes have
reachedus from the participants.But not all of them have
sent their material....

- Someradiostationsusedthe project to test technologies,
e.g. ISDN lines.
The technical standardwas very high.
- A publication attempting to document some aspectsof
this undocumentableproject is planned.
Q Heidi Grundmann 1995
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INFORMATION;
TRANSIT, Wilhelm Greil Strasse 1, A- 6020 Innsbruck, Austria.
Tel.: +43512 580 601
FAX:+43512583202

Notes
1. EBU: the European Broadcasting Union is an organisation of public
broadcasting corporations. (Canadian and Australian broadcasters. as
well as New Public Radio [USA] ate associated members.
2. TRANSIT is a non-for-profit organisation specialised in the praxis
and theory of artistic projects in the elecrronic space, with an emphasis
in Innsbruck/
on the changing nature of radio &TV. TRANSIT is based
Austria and is funded by regional and national public funds and the
National Radio & TV. ORE
3. The 24-hour-schedule of HORIZONTAL RADIO was a conscious
reference lo a specific project, which was real&d at the An Electronica
in 1982: “The World in 24 Hours”. The project was initiated and developed by Robert Adrian, and its character is still exemplary.

